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ABSTRACT

There are myriad factors contributing to an individual faculty member’s, a department’s, and an entire academic organization’s vitality. Some of the relationships among these factors are well understood, but many questions remain unanswered. The current iteration of the Joint Task Force on Faculty Workforce examined a sizeable portion of the extant literature on faculty workforce issues, including the work of previous task forces charged by AACP. The result was a focus on four unique, but interrelated concepts: organizational culture/climate, role of the department chair, faculty recruitment, and faculty retention. Among all four resides the need to consider issues of intergenerational, intercultural, and gender dynamics. This paper reports on the findings of the Task Force and proffers specific recommendations to AACP and to colleges/schools of pharmacy.
INTRODUCTION

The 2009-2010 American Association of Colleges of Pharmacy (AACP) Council of Deans-Council of Faculties Joint Task Force on Faculty Workforce was assigned two primary charges. This paper reports the findings from execution of one of those charges, which was to identify mechanisms, resources, and policies that could be developed and implemented within school/colleges of pharmacy that would enhance quality of work life of faculty. There are numerous studies that should prove quite useful to colleges/schools of pharmacy and to the Academy. There are also previous Task Force reports,\(^1,2\) papers from the Academic Manager series in the American Journal for Pharmaceutical Education (AJPE), and other writings that proffer seemingly reasonable and prudent ideas in one or more of various related concepts governing faculty labor supply and quality of work life. However, when reviewing these recommendations and other literature it becomes clear that many questions remain unanswered, and there is a critical need for further study in this area, especially in pharmacy, but even in the broader arena of higher education.

There are any of myriad ways to approach the multidimensional constructs governing faculty quality of work life. Much has been written on it and related concepts, such as work satisfaction, stress, burnout, work-home balance, time management, loyalty, commitment, collegiality, organizational citizenship behaviors, and turnover, to name but a few. The presence of these constructs and the swath of available literature are both a boon and a hurdle to scholars conducting research in this area and to faculty and administrators looking for guidance. It is relatively easy to find papers and solutions to very specific questions, but difficult to approach larger problems whose interdependence still has not been fully comprehended. Nonetheless, members of the Task Force examined a sizeable portion of the extant literature and drew upon their own experiences to identify four areas in which to focus its efforts and recommendations: organizational climate/culture, role of the department chair, faculty recruitment, and faculty
mentoring. Additionally, it was recognized that within all four areas there exist critical themes related to faculty gender, cultural issues, and generational dynamics. As such, these issues are highlighted and interwoven throughout discussion of the four central themes of this report.

**ORGANIZATIONAL CULTURE/CLIMATE**

Poor relationships with administrators and/or colleagues have been repeatedly cited as reasons to leave an academic organization or leave academia, altogether. The climate and culture of an organization also has implications for its faculty’s demonstration of good organizational citizenship behaviors (OCBs), general outlook, role strain, stress, creativity, vitality, and commitment. The terms “culture” and “climate” often are used interchangeably; however, they have different meanings. The most basic definition of culture offered and frequently cited simply is “the way we do things around here.” More formally, culture has been defined as “a set of cognitions that are shared by all or many members of a social unit and which are acquired through social learning and socialization processes, and they include values, common understandings and patterns of beliefs and expectations.” Alternatively, culture has been described through a cognitive lens as a system of knowledge and beliefs about the organization and its practices with a symbolic perspective emphasizing shared symbols and meanings and a psychodynamic perspective as the expression of unconscious psychological processes. On the other hand, climate has been described as a relatively enduring characteristic of an organization distinguishing it from other organizations that (a) embodies members’ collective perceptions about the organization, (b) is produced by member interactions, (c) serves as a basis for interpreting the interactions, (d) reflects the norms, values, and attitudes of the organization’s culture; and (e) acts as a source of influence for shaping behavior. As such, it is often argued that climate and culture emanate from one another. Perhaps Verbeke, Volgering, and Hessels outlined the difference between the two concepts most succinctly, arguing that culture reflects the way things are done in an organization, while climate is a reflection of the way people perceive and come to describe the characteristics of their environment. So, while the two concepts are unique, they are highly related, and this paper treats the two not as undifferentiated, but rather,
two components of an organization that can be addressed simultaneously with proper study and action taken by colleagues and administrators.

Culture and climate have been studied rather extensively in higher education, albeit not very directly in academic pharmacy organizations. In fact, one of the challenges in discerning the extant literature and describing implications and potential actions is that even the “organizational” component of organizational culture/climate is difficult to delineate. A department may have a subculture existing within a school/college’s subculture that exists in an entire university or academic health center’s culture. Still, no matter the level at which level of the organization that studies were conducted, there is much helpful information for faculty and administrators.

Froh described how a college climate can help maximize faculty effectiveness, making use of intrinsic rewards of academic work to improve its quality and reach new levels of understanding.\textsuperscript{16} This would appear in sync with other contemporary views of faculty as “knowledge workers”.\textsuperscript{17} Words used consistently in the management of knowledge workers and in the creation of appropriate cultures and climates are “community” and “engagement”. Often, these terms are used together to suggest “community engagement,” intimating service to at-risk populations, which may be a key component to a pharmacy organization’s mission and success. That said, these two terms are often described as separate, but not unrelated constructs relative to faculty vitality.

Faculty often choose a career in academia based at least in part on the desire to become engaged in various challenging, yet rewarding aspects of the job.\textsuperscript{18} This intersects with their desires to make important contributions and see the value in their work. Drucker explained that workers in the 1950s were told what to contribute to an organization.\textsuperscript{17} This was followed by radical change in the 1960s when young professionals began to ask, “What do I want to do in the organization?”. He goes on to explain that in contemporary environments, neither question is the correct basis with which to establish culture. He argues that knowledge workers should be directed to ask “What should my contribution be to the organization?”. To answer it, they must address what the situation requires; how they can make the greatest contribution, given their own
strengths and values; and what results are needed to make a difference. Creating an environment wherein faculty are encouraged and feel safe to ask those questions will result in more engagement and will help align their activities more consistently with the organization’s core mission and values.

Building a sense of community among faculty is being increasingly seen as critical for organizational effectiveness. Community, in and of itself, can be taken to mean different things, but what is shared in many descriptions infers a sense of belonging, togetherness, collegiality, and trust. One concept that continues to gain momentum is “communities of scholars,” or “communities of scholarship.” These are patterned after “learning organizations”, or “communities of learners” committed to continuous improvement and a spirit of inquiry. These take on various forms, but in many cases faculty self-align with groups that have been formed, department-wide, or even college- or institution-wide to address a particular area of interest. These could range quite broadly, from a disease state (eg, diabetes), to a type of patient (eg, geriatrics), to a type of research method (eg, secondary database analysis), or other issue/cause (eg, improving experiential education). Recently, another take on the concept has proffered communities of practice in academia, involving practice scholars facing the unique challenge of satisfying constituencies in their academic home and their practice environment. These types of programs may be especially beneficial at academic health centers, wherein faculty must transcend the outdated view that the roles of scholar, scientist, and healer are in opposition to one another. Others agree about the synergy between teaching and scholarship, arguing that the “best” faculty are those who do not view these concepts as diametrically opposing forces vying for limited time.

Critical to the success of a community of scholars or similar such program is its alignment with the organization’s basic principles, or ethos. Mission and values are important and may be used to ignite passion and imbue a sense of quality. Freed, Klugman, and Fife argued for 8 characteristics of effective academic organizations in attempting to actuate a culture of quality, including: (1) vision, mission, and outcomes-driven; (2) systems dependent; (3) systematic
individual development; (4) decisions based on fact; (5) delegation of decision-making; (6) collaboration; (7) planning for change; and (8) creative and supportive leadership.\textsuperscript{23}

Planning for change in academia has received considerable attention during the past several decades, as academia began to adopt some of the considerations and practices of business.\textsuperscript{24-26} It is not the purpose of this paper to rehash or even proffer to summarize all the literature on change planning; however, we suggest that between the changing demographics of students and faculty, more rapid diffusion of technology, heightened expectations for accreditation, and tightening budgets, academic organizations must be more flexible and adaptable than ever before, and it is incumbent upon them not only to prepare for change but to be well versed in having its faculty and staff constituents prepare for change, as well. This might be difficult for faculty in tenured positions or with a wealth of institutional knowledge filled with decades of “doing things the way we’ve always done them.”

Change planning is especially important as academic organizations begin to adopt more of an entrepreneurial culture. The need for innovation lies psychosocially in part due to discomfort with the status quo, but especially in response to emerging market trends and financial constraints for resources.\textsuperscript{27} The emergence of entrepreneurial cultures in academia perhaps has been written about more frequently in countries outside the US;\textsuperscript{28} however, the need to diversify revenue streams and unleash the talent of faculty permeates the entire Academy. Colleges/schools of pharmacy have become more entrepreneurial, with some even owning pharmacies and other businesses that generate revenue, others creating collaborative contracts among faculty to develop and share the yields from the creation of patent and other intellectual property, and creating dual-degree programs to share revenue and other fruits from borne from collaboration. As such, Wessell pointed out that there is still much for academia to learn from the corporate environment.\textsuperscript{29} Kezar and Eckel argued that an academic institution, like a business organization, should evaluate closely its organizational culture before beginning change planning.\textsuperscript{30} They describe unique differences between a collegial culture, managerial culture, developmental culture, and negotiating culture based upon Berquist’s original cultural archetypes and describe
how each culture interacts with a change process. However, Clott and Fjortoft observed that while there are significant differences among culture types and managerial strategies on the performance of business schools, there were not significant interactive effects between culture and strategy. Still, observations by Sporn corroborated other evidence that university administrators will have greater success and easier implementation of policy when they are cognizant of and consider the organization’s culture during decision-making. Rhoads and Tierney also suggest that solutions to many problems plaguing academic organizations are best developed when administrators closely examine the values, beliefs, traditions, and histories that organization members hold.

Austin, Rice, and Splete examined ten so-called “exemplary colleges” identified in part through their reports of high morale to the Council of Independent Colleges. They observed four common characteristics among these institutions: a distinctive organizational culture, faculty identification with the institution, participatory leadership, and organizational momentum. The components of a distinctive organizational culture were characterized by having a rich tradition upon which to build; coherence and transparency; openness and respect for differences; and intellectualism that guides all that they do. Other common factors included recognition of a broader definition of scholarship, formal and entrenched faculty development, balance of intrinsic and extrinsic rewards, tie to the local community, and collegiality or “collegiateship” that made faculty feel good about their work and take pride in their institutional affiliation.

Cultures and climates in higher education often appear problematic. Meskill and McTague cited negative language used among faculty and even administrators regarding new ideas, along with poor strategic organizational direction when discussing quality improvement initiatives. Anderson, Louis, and Earle described the climate of many institutions of higher learning as “disturbing”. More recently, Willson found that unresolved conflicts about organizational culture impedes agreement on a planning process and creates scholarly anomie among constituent faculty. Allen examined the “organizational insecurity” existing in many academic organizations. Observed antecedents included perceptions of frequency of change
management, lack of predictability, lack of openness, lack of participation, and whether decisions are implemented by use of persuasive power or coercive power.

Among the issues that require attention by pharmacy and other programs is that of the tension between teaching and research. While it has been argued here that the best academicians are those who understand its synergy, administrators must grapple with battling scholarship and teaching cultures that permeate some institutions. Wolfgang, Gupchup, and Plake observed that many pharmacy faculty believe more weight should be afforded to teaching effectiveness in tenure and promotion decisions. They reported, however, that many of the respondents to their survey preferred a more holistic approach to teaching evaluation, including peer review and other systems, as opposed to reliance solely upon evaluations from students. Austin argued for the need to institutionalize a culture of teaching by making reward systems more equitable, strengthening administrative leadership, encouraging teaching networks within the institution, and implementing more favorable policies and practices to promote effective teaching. A peer review system of teaching in one college of pharmacy has been reportedly used for both formative and summative purposes, with the faculty reporting high levels of satisfaction from its implementation. Still, few if any in the Academy would disagree that scholarship is necessary for advancement of knowledge and the profession, discoveries that help patients, and even for the evaluation and creation of best practices in teaching. This has been corroborated time and again when institutions benchmark growth and maturation, with evidence suggesting that departments with a balanced orientation toward research and teaching have the most favorable impact on students’ intellectual growth.

A unique challenge for professional programs, especially in colleges/schools of pharmacy is the fact that pharmacy is made up of a number of “subdisciplines”. AACP recognizes 8, unique subdisciplines composing pharmacy education, and these disciplines originated from basic fields of study very unique in their mores, beliefs, and maturation with respect to paradigmatic development. Becher argued that differences in disciplines are often ignored in policy decisions, which are problematic for the entire organization. Studies on a concept called
intradisciplinary consensus suggests that faculty in so-called “hard” disciplines in pharmacy (e.g., medicinal chemistry and pharmacology) differ from those in “softer” disciplines (e.g., pharmacy practice, social/administrative sciences, library sciences) in myriad ways, such as how they approach teaching and scholarship, their outlook on academic life, their productivity, degree of collaboration, perceived equity, and preferences for governance styles. Evidence suggests that, as part of an umbrella pharmacy academic organizations, the disparity between pharmacy subdisciplines is not as great as it might be in basic fields of study; however, administrators must be careful in setting expectations among faculty and should be mindful of general productivity rates among the disciplines when setting policy and allocating rewards, while still maintaining equitable expectations and evoking a sense of fairness wherein some departments are not perceived to have to produce more or work harder than others. It is essential that buy-in be obtained from key personnel in each discipline and that committees, particularly those with considerable decision-making authority or that have powerful influences, be populated appropriately with those of various viewpoints and levels of experience.

The responsibility for navigating through and even impacting the culture of an academic pharmacy organization is not all borne by administrators, but must be shared by faculty. It has been suggested that faculty must discern expectations of them by the department, strengths and weaknesses of compatriots, and key persons whose support is necessary to success. It is suggested further that faculty seek to answer several questions, including “What's the real power structure in the department?”, “Who are the informal leaders in the department, and what is the source of their power?”, Can I assume that my responsibilities are consonant with the understanding of the faculty members who will ultimately evaluate me?”, “What policies and standard operating procedures exist to help me?”, and “What are the strengths and weaknesses of department support personnel, graduate students, and advisees?”. Additional advice includes avoidance of so-called “jungle fighters” or “department terrorists” who among other things want to be the center of attention at meetings by taking up inordinate amounts of time whether or not their contributions are germane to the discussion. Schoenfeld and Magnun also warn of signals that a department may be coming apart at the seams, such as election and re-election of a weak chair
who cannot lead the faculty, loss of several of the most productive colleagues, assignment of largest or most important courses to weakest instructors, denouncing of one another to the dean or provost.\textsuperscript{54}

Issues of faculty age, gender, and ethnicity are extremely poignant in any discussion of organizational culture. Issues for new faculty have been raised throughout this section. Women faculty, specifically, have identified organizational culture and gender issues that affect work attitudes. Gibson suggested the need for human resource and organization development initiatives to facilitate the provision of mentoring for women faculty as an important part of transformation and change in academic organizations.\textsuperscript{55} This is especially important when women faculty have historically reported sexism and greater likelihood of denial of tenure due to gender issues.\textsuperscript{56}

Considering the previous literature and evidence, the Task Force identified a number of ideas for imbuing a positive and productive workplace. This is meant to be a helpful and relatively extensive list, but certainly not an exhaustive one. The Task Force also recognizes the need for future study evaluating the antecedents and implications of various workplace cultures and climates for faculty productivity and quality of work life. Many of the more rigorous studies on this issue were undertaken over a decade ago, and few have examined these issues within the context of organizations aimed at the training of professional students. These ideas include:

- Create a Shared Vision
  - Faculty, staff, students and alumni want to know and have a voice in where the organization is headed.
    - Facilitate and utilize faculty, staff, students, and alumni to establish a shared organizational vision, mission statement and core values.
    - Utilize resources to provide an environmental scan that will inform the development of the organization’s mission, mission and core values,
Faculty, staff and students want to have a voice in where and how the mission and vision are going to become reality.

- Actions should be governed by a strategic plan.
  - Facilitate and utilize faculty, staff, students and alumni to develop the strategic plan.
  - Maintain the plan’s visibility and monitor progress toward the organization’s achievement of mission and vision.
- Demonstrate the linkage of the college’s plan to that of the university

Create a Sense of Community/Family Atmosphere

- Faculty and staff need to have an identity
  - Welcoming receptions for new faculty and staff
  - Self-introductions of faculty including formal and informal information to PharmD students, residents, fellows, and graduate students.
  - College-wide pot luck or other similar events to engage staff and faculty, and select guests
  - Introductions via newsletters, website, etc.

- New faculty and staff need to know how to function efficiently within the organization
  - Orientation program for new faculty and staff to include:
    - Vision, mission statement, core values and strategic plan
    - Current school/campus issues
    - Organizational structures – departments, committees, etc.
    - Curriculum
    - Human resources-related information, including reference to appropriate materials and key contact persons
    - Merit and promotion process
    - Obtaining, office, other equipment, supplies, etc.
• HIPAA, human research, state professional licenses, etc.
  requirements
• Whom to contact and how to survive involving day-to-day
  operations, eg, phone, computer support, photocopying, etc.
  
  - Orientation program/information/resources for new faculty and staff on
    life outside of the organization. Examples include
    • Health care providers for themselves and family
    • Childcare
    • Transportation systems
    • Exercise facilities
    • Entertainment
    • Shopping
    • Directory of synagogues, mosques, temples, churches from
      multiple religious organizations
    • Information on area school systems
    • Directory of key business establishments for personal and social
      needs, as well as for family entertainment

  - Inclusion of students in the organizational community
    • Alumni phone call to welcome new students
    • Alumni reception for new students
  - Support for student activities
  - Student orientation programs
    • Student council officers should be briefed on major issues/
      changes in a session with the dean and to provide the dean with
      student perspectives of the issues/changes.
    • Student council meetings should have regular reports from the
      dean
• Fall mixers for first professional year health science majors

• Small group discussions involving faculty facilitator and students to provide a forum for idea exchange

• Upper classmen mentoring program for students entering the professional program

o Faculty and staff development and collaboration
  • Career mentoring program for junior and new faculty
  • Educational programming with internal and external speakers, e.g. grand rounds for faculty and/or staff
  • Identification of research and teaching silos and working toward collaboration
  • Common break areas in research facilities
  • Annual departmental poster session for students/preceptors and faculty projects
  • Clinical correlate sessions in science courses and science correlate sessions in clinical didactic courses
  • Faculty accomplishments highlighted
  • Develop opportunities for collaboration between clinical practice faculty and pharmaceutical science/basic science faculty within the school and across health professions schools:
    ▪ Contributions and recognition of faculty and staff for activities and achievements in meeting the organization’s goals

o Keeping faculty, staff, students and alumni in the information loop
  • Dean’s newsletter to faculty, staff, students and alumni
  • Posting of news and events on school website
• Promotions, elected/appointed offices and awards received by faculty, staff, students and alumni

• Interdepartmental, interdisciplinary inter-school collaborations and grants received.

• Community service activities in which faculty, staff and/or students are involved. Highlight interdisciplinary collaborations of students in community service projects and collaborations between alumni and students in community service activities.

These and other findings from the literature can be summarized in the following recommendations to colleges/schools of pharmacy:

RECOMMENDATION 1. Create a culture that is respectful to contemporary knowledge workers.

RECOMMENDATION 2. Communicate in a very transparent way to all faculty and staff the mission, vision, values, and expectations for productivity. Elicit their input on these and other important decisions.

RECOMMENDATION 3. Assess your organization’s current climate for strengths and weaknesses. Be mindful of the climate as you engage in strategic and/or change planning.

SUGGESTION 1. Inspire collegiality among faculty and staff by communicating expected behaviors, rewarding expected behaviors, deterring unwanted behaviors, and creating opportunities for social and scholarly exchange.

SUGGESTION 2. Create communities of scholars or similar such program to facilitate faculty camaraderie and those with like-minded interests to share ideas that might generate productivity in teaching, scholarship, and/or service.

Additionally, a recommendation and a suggestion are made to AACP:

RECOMMENDATION 1. Support the additional study of the climates and cultures in colleges/schools of pharmacy, including their antecedents and resultant implications.
SUGGESTIONS

1. Given the importance of this topic and the paucity of current knowledge, identify a funding mechanism to support a competitive request-for-proposal process to incentivize study in culture/climate and related faculty quality of work life issues.

ROLE OF THE DEPARTMENT CHAIR (AND OTHER ADMINISTRATORS)

Research has shown consistently that faculty quality of work life is highly dependent upon their relationship with the chair, who is instrumental in establishing climate and ethos within the department. Support from the department chair has been shown to buffer the deleterious effects of role conflict/ambiguity and is instrumental in the success of mentoring programs, and thus, faculty productivity. Much of the same things can be said of other administrators in the organizational hierarchy, but this will review will focus on chairs; however, some of the recommendations and suggestions will include those other administrators.

For all their responsibilities, it has been documented that chairs typically assume the role without much if any specific preparation for the job. They often come into the job with little administrative experience. Yet, among their numerous other functions, chairs are expected to lead peers in establishing and implementing department goals and objectives. The academic chair position is often misunderstood and has been characterized as one of the more stressful professional jobs, not only within, but even outside of academia. The department chair position has been referred to in many ways, including “the hot seat”, and “the disenfranchised outsider.” As such, it has been argued that an academic chair is among the most misunderstood management positions in the modern world.

Evidence suggests that faculty experience moderate to severe difficulty in transitioning to their new roles as chair. The transition often is accompanied by significant levels of role conflict and role ambiguity, as the chair sets policy within a department but serves as the liaison between the faculty and the remainder of the administrative team. Gmelch and Parkay characterized problematic role changes from faculty to chair, including (1) from solitary to social, (2) from focused to fragmented, (3) from autonomy to accountability, (4) from manuscripts to memoranda,
Evidence suggests that chairs must “leave behind” time for research and writing, ability to keep up with one’s field, teaching, and leisure.

Bowman argued that the real work of chairs is to manage conversational inquiry that engages others in creating possibilities and a sustainable future. He described necessary leadership capabilities for doing so, including well-honed communication skills, problem-solving, coaching, transition management, and cultural management skills. As alluded to previously, chairs’ ideals for culture and governance differ among disciplines. Chairs in the “hard” disciplines have been evidenced to demonstrate a greater task orientation and to emphasize research productivity, whereas chairs in “soft” or low-consensus disciplines are reportedly more concerned with shaping collegial cultures. As such, with its various subdisciplines all applied toward the education of future professionals, chairs in pharmacy academia, particularly those whose departments/divisions have been formed from the combination of two or more subdisciplines, may face even more daunting responsibilities in assuaging faculty with unique preferences, needs, and perceptions of what the chair’s role should be.

At a more basic level, the roles and responsibilities of academic chair fall under one of two dimensions: academic or administrative. The academic dimension includes those duties involved with teaching, advising, research, student and faculty development, and curriculum planning. The administration dimension includes organization of the department, setting short- and long-term goals, chairing faculty meetings, managing the budget, attending to record-keeping, communicating the institution’s mission and goals to faculty, identifying external resources, managing space needs, and recruiting for department positions. For all these responsibilities, chairs receive arguably little in return, but usually get an administrative stipend, extra travel funds, and release from “typical” teaching loads. Many faculty remain unconvinced that the chair role and other administrative roles in academia are worth doing. This is why in addition to development of current chairs and administrators, the Academy and individual institutions must consider ways of making these jobs more attractive and spending some effort
not only in developing faculty to be effective teacher-scholars, but also put careful thought into succession planning and developing potential leaders into future administrators. 72-73

Among the desired capabilities of a chair is the effectiveness to lead change. Leftwich found that departments chairs who have led successful, innovative changes in culture and productivity: (1) are perceived as being highly ethical; (2) possess good people skills and use them to influence and empower faculty; (3) have confidence in their leadership abilities; (4) develop individual relationship with their faculty to carry out work of the department; and (5) pay particular attention to the organizational dynamics that can affect leadership. 74 Garcia underscored the necessity for chairs to be accessible, dependable, and very effective and shrewd managers of time. 75 At the same time, while often otherwise overlooked in the literature, creativity is an important asset for many successful chairs. 76

Time management is critical, due to the myriad pressures facing the chair and the responsiveness required of the position. Stress of the academic chair has been examined in a number of contexts. Wolverton and Ackerman identified a five-factor model common to explain chair stress, including administrative relationship stress, academic role stress, academic tasks stress, human relations stress, and external time stress. 77 Similarly, Hoffman examined the conflicting roles of the department chair and proffered several strategies for coping and effectiveness, including: develop chair networks for support; elicit department faculty input; perform and share with faculty serious constructive evaluations; avoid feeling that all decisions must be made “on the spot”; use time wisely; and leave problems at the office. 78 Gmelch and Gates examined found that the less role ambiguity and role conflict present for chairs, the less stress they experienced. 79 They also observed that chairs who rated their institutions highly reported lower levels of stress as did those who took on the position more for intrinsic, rather than extrinsic reasons. Seedorf found 3 main “surprises” challenging most chairs are: dealing with people, coping with the bureaucracy of the university, and the negative effect that being department chair has on one’s own research productivity. 60
Among the critical elements to the success of the chair is the establishment of trust, not only among fellow administrators, but particularly among the composite department faculty. Trust in the chair has been implicated in the amelioration of burnout, stress, and turnover among faculty.\textsuperscript{80} Department chairs can gain trust among faculty in many ways, including, but not limited to, transparency, fairness in distribution of organizational rewards, real praise used appropriately, assisting colleagues to develop networks, giving proper credit, and avoidance of competitiveness with department members.\textsuperscript{81} It has been observed that faculty who report significant autonomy and significant influence over their own work environment perceive higher levels of interpersonal trust with their chairs.\textsuperscript{81} Many chairs, particularly those less seasoned, may be tempted to rely overly on appeasement of department faculty as a means of maintaining a positive climate and eliciting trust. However, appeasement is often problematic, as “squeaky wheels getting more grease” will eventually engender animosity among remaining faculty, and trust among other administrators is eventually lost, particularly when the chair has to lobby for resources and exceptions to rules/policies for department faculty due to promises that were made.\textsuperscript{82}

The responsibilities of department chairs and other administrators become even more complex in the distance environment. Keaster argues that it is difficult to accomplish anything structurally unless the person holding the power [the academic chair] either takes charge or at least supports the efforts of those doing the work on two or more campuses.\textsuperscript{83} Department chairs are seen as key to acquiring the necessary buy-in for the change to distance environments and use of appropriate technology. While the implementation of distance campuses for pharmacy programs might not be much different from other types of cultural transformation changes that an academic leader must lead, one unique challenge is that the chair may very well have faculty reports/subordinates on more than one campus. This requires careful planning to avoid turf issues in the assignment of teaching responsibilities and allocation of organizational rewards, in addition to facilitating opportunities among department faculty for scholarship across the campuses, and getting the department to work as a cohesive unit. Franklin and Hart found additional evidence for the role of the chair in making programmatic decisions related to online
and on-campus courses for the department in addition to rewarding faculty for distance education.\textsuperscript{84}

As with other major themes outlined in this paper, generational, gender, and race/ethnicity issues come into play. Chairs must be sensitive to work-home issues of women faculty and potential marginalization and ineffective mentoring and power bases for female and minority faculty. At the same time, the chair cannot provide what is perceived to be special treatment to women and minority faculty, as this could be both insulting to them, personally, and could result in loss of trust by other department members. There are additional challenges for women chairs, particularly those within departments dominated by males. Women chairs are often the victim of various stereotyping, such as irrational behavior, overly emotional responses, favoritism toward other women, and accusations of political correctness for having been named to the job. One study found that the most effective strategies for women chairs are when they successfully pair stereotypic male (agentic, ie, assertive, ambitious, forceful, and independent) with stereotypic female (communal, ie, kind, sympathetic, nurturing, and gentle) behaviors.\textsuperscript{85}

The Task Force identified the following considerations for department chairs to be effective,\textsuperscript{86-88} although this list is not intended to be exhaustive:

- Gather information and dissemination information, appropriately
- Sharpen decision-making skills
- Use power of influence wisely and more frequently than power of authority
- Seek consultation and learn effective strategies to conduct faculty reviews and assess performance
- Get to know your faculty well and understand their motivations
- Employ participatory governance and situational leadership
- Delegate effectively as a means of getting things done and developing faculty
- Learn what sort of leadership strategies are needed and valued by faculty in your discipline and in your organization
- Stay abreast of policies, rules, and procedures at your institution, as well as general knowledge of pertinent human resources management regulations
- Role model important behaviors
- Connect your faculty to important others within and outside the organization, especially throughout the Academy
- Create opportunities for faculty to flourish as teachers and scholars
- Effectively liaise between internal and external (outside the department) environments
- Manage the impressions that others develop of you
- Orient new faculty to the organization's and department's ethos while helping them to actuate successful careers
- Carve out some time to maintain some level of involvement in scholarship
- Do more listening than talking
- Refrain from using excessive direction
- Listen to others' personal concerns and feelings, but triage certain individuals to professional counseling or other services, as needed
- Strive for quality and continuous improvement, but help to make the work of others in doing so fun and exciting
- Create development plans for your faculty and for yourself
- Study styles of leadership and management
- Transmit respect for each individual in your department
- Capitalize on the strengths of individual faculty
- Build pride in each person's accomplishments
- Give feedback as soon as possible
- Encourage self-competition with each faculty
- Promote independence and responsibility
- Pay attention to areas of dissatisfaction and solicit faculty suggestions for improving each situation
- Stress quality rather than quantity
Other professional organizations are developing various leadership programs, some of which are geared toward chair development and/or aspiring chairs. The American College of Clinical Pharmacy (ACCP) has a Leadership and Management Certificate Program that targets mentoring and management skills. The American Society of Health-Systems Pharmacy (ASHP) administers its Pharmacy Leadership Academy and Pharmacy Leadership Institute programs. AACP administers the Academic Leadership Fellows Program, which affords each participant considerable autonomy in their goals for learning. AACP has implemented some programming for department chairs. The Task Force identified a wide array of resources and programs available that current and aspiring chairs may utilize to improve communication and effectiveness. AACP might consider inclusion of additional and more concerted efforts at programming and development for chairs and other administrators.

The Task Force identified several modules, resources, and web-based programs that should be helpful to current and aspiring chairs, including the CHAIR 101 Series modular program whose goals include to increase the chair’s knowledge of university policies, personnel, financial systems and general university resources; clarify the role of the department chair and what is necessary to function in this position; gain practical skills in the day-to-day management of departmental affairs; build a network of contacts within the university for ongoing problem-solving, support, and information sharing; develop a network of contacts external to the university for support and information-sharing; develop and implement a budget; team-building; strategic planning; making appropriate personnel decisions; using data to guide planning and development, and guiding difficult conversations. Additionally there are myriad programs hosted by the American Council on Education that can be linked or hosted onto AACP’s website. Programs highlight diverse areas including legal issues, evaluation of teaching, systems thinking, using data to guide department planning and decision-making, working with the dean, conflict management, and transformational leadership. The Task Force also identified several other publications that could be helpful (brief descriptions of each are available on the Task Force’s 2009-2010 report on the AACP website). Finally, while there is a wealth of literature on how department chairs can optimize their performance, there is little information available to faculty
comprising the department on how to cultivate effective relationships with their chairs and how to utilize the chair’s best talents and wisdom for their own success.

The Task Force recommends and suggests the following to colleges/schools of pharmacy:

RECOMMENDATION 1. Offer comprehensive development to chairs and other administrators, perhaps in conjunction with other programs in the institution. Identify and develop future chairs as part of a cogent succession planning strategy.

RECOMMENDATION 2. Consider mechanisms to make chair and other administrative positions more attractive.

RECOMMENDATION 3. Carefully delineate and communicate a clear set of expectations for chairs, including personal teaching and scholarship productivity levels, in addition to their administrative responsibilities.

SUGGESTION 1. Consider the nature of various disciplines within pharmacy when constructing departments for best fit and delineating the responsibilities of the chair and his/her constituent faculty.

The following are recommended and suggested to AACP:

RECOMMENDATION 1. Continue with programming specifically targeted toward chair development. Consider all aspects of the chair’s work responsibilities.

RECOMMENDATION 2. Offer programming for faculty aspiring to be chairs, specifically, and more broadly for all faculty to acquire skills in developing rapport with chairs and understanding organizational dynamics in academic organizations.

RECOMMENDATION 3. Post links to various resources and create a clearinghouse of information that can be hosted on AACP’s website that will be useful to chairs.
SUGGESTION 1. Support additional studies evaluating effective chair behaviors and the resultant implications for faculty quality of work life, productivity, and organizational function.

FACULTY RECRUITMENT

Recruitment of future faculty is important to ameliorate current and future faculty shortages. Such shortages create a more stressful environment for existing faculty and diminish their vitality and productivity. Moreover, evidence suggests that careful planning in faculty recruitment is commensurate with and helpful toward imbuing organizational commitment to an institution’s mission and vision.95 Evidence abounds that faculty are the crucial factor in determining the quality of education and research contributed by universities.96 Faculty recruitment practices connote certain values to the entire department/organization and can affect morale.

AACP has commissioned a number of task forces seeking to expand current paradigms for recruitment of highly motivated, creative, and caring educators into the Academy. This has included charges rendered to previous iterations of the Task Force on Faculty Workforce in addition to various groups aimed to examine recruitment, renewal, and vitality, specifically.97,98

AACP has long considered faculty recruitment critical to the advancement of the Academy and profession of pharmacy. As Chair of the Council of Deans, Sagraves wrote about various faculty needs in her report on workforce issues a decade ago.99 She described a number of factors important to attracting and maintaining a pool of talent needed to educate and train the future pharmacy work force. The current iteration of consecutive years for this Joint Task Force on Faculty Workforce was initially appointed in 2005. A 2008 special article reported the findings from the Task Force, which had culled much of the available literature at the time.100 Their recommendations included exposing professional students, graduate students, fellows, and residents to the attractive aspects of the Academy by building more flexibility into these programs, creating dual-degree programs and rotations; expanding recruitment initiatives, such as the Wal-Mart Scholars Program;101 initiating and expanding clinical scientists programs; developing innovative professional practice and research incentive programs; assessing level of excitement
for and perceived barriers to academic careers among students, fellows, and residents, and recruiting part-time or adjunct faculty members for specific curricular purposes. The Task Force recommended a number of retention strategies as well, whose putative success in enhancing faculty quality of work life also would assist in recruiting future faculty, such as revision of the tenure process, greater transparency in continuing contracts, creation of novel benefit packages, creation of networks of scholars and active mentoring programs with rewards for exemplary participation in these programs, development of programs that recognize excellence, and hiring back retired faculty for teaching purposes. That Task Force further identified several areas for study, including the impact of changes of tenure policy and procedures, various works/projects of the Academic Leadership Fellows cohorts, and the impact of part-time faculty.

The recommendations were further corroborated by another Task Force (on Faculty Recruitment and Retention) specifically charged with examining these issues more closely. Many of the recommendations were focused on extrinsic components of job satisfaction aimed at the changing demographic and recognition of the evolving values of Generation Y and Millennial faculty, such as job-sharing, especially for female faculty, provision of day care programs for faculty with young children, tenure stop-clocks, and more creative salary packages. These are logical and prudent suggestions, given the evolving workplace demographic. Extrinsic components of job satisfaction are not unimportant. Some success has even been reported with the use of signing bonuses for new faculty; however, this has to be considered in light of the possibility of alienating existing faculty. That being said, the actual implications and yield of these policies for faculty retention, quality of work life, and productivity have not been tested.

Conklin and Desselle examined domains governing pharmacy faculty work satisfaction including institutional support, resources for scholarship, unambiguous requirements for promotion and tenure, availability of graduate assistants, collegiality, and teaching environment. Respondents to their survey were most satisfied with the courses they are assigned to teach and the freedom to design courses as they see fit; however, they were least satisfied with the availability of time to pursue scholarship, the availability of competent graduate teaching assistants, and institutional
support for research. Latif and Grillo also found that junior pharmacy faculty were most satisfied with their teaching roles. It can be argued that while maintaining high levels of satisfaction with role functions is important, there has been little in the literature to suggest effective strategies for ameliorating the sources or effects dissatisfaction, which are not necessarily the mirror opposite to sources of satisfaction. Desselle and Conklin examined the importance of self-efficacy with other aspects of quality of work life; however, questions remain as to how fostering research self-efficacy can improve the quality of work life of faculty and even how promoting self-efficacy (ie, through mentoring or development processes) can be used to recruit junior faculty. Many faculty when attempting to recruit a prospective pharmacy student into post-graduate education have heard something like, “I just don’t know. I’m scared of research, and I don’t see how I could ever write a dissertation, even if I completed the research.” It might be worthwhile to examine our collective effectiveness at promoting the scholarship of teaching, educational research, and clinical research that may be of great appeal to current pharmacy students, residents, and fellows. It also may be worthwhile to study the impact of various mechanisms for promoting self-efficacy and attracting talented individuals into the Academy.

Faculty have reported several mechanisms to promote academia as a career, including the completion of a project for a PharmD student culminating in a paper submitted for peer review, an academic rotation, and even an entire certificate program. These appear to have garnered at least some success. The Task Force reiterates its support for best practices in recruitment strategies, which include exposure during experiential training, teaching certificates and academic rotations for students and residents, student mentoring programs, and outreach/education to graduate students. It has been argued that there is considerable variation in exposure of residents to teaching and to opportunities in academia. The same can be said of the state of doctoral and post-doctoral training programs. AACP should consider conducting a call for best practices in recruitment/retention efforts and for preparation of potential future faculty to enter academia. Additionally, AACP might recommend to ASHP, a collaborative effort to encourage academic pharmacy as a career, including PGY2 experiences that combine academic
pharmacy and specialty practice, development of academic fellowship experiences with ACCP or other partners, and other novel approaches.

Additional strategies requiring further exploration include the following:

- **Academic pharmacy APPE rotations**: Little is known about which pharmacy programs offer them, what components are included, and how many students participate. Example syllabi would be helpful in formulating recommendations. Specific ideas could become part of a faculty recruitment “toolkit” for schools and colleges of pharmacy.

- **Academic pharmacy rotations for post-graduate residents and research fellows**: Inclusion of rotations for PGY1 and PGY2 residents is advocated. ACCP and ASHP recommend inclusion of uniform teaching objectives in residency standards.

- **Graduate students’ orientation to academia**: AACP might consider recommending to ACPE that faculty, graduate students, and post-doctoral students receive some sort of orientation to the profession of pharmacy and the unique experiences of participation in and governance of a professional program of study.

- **Broad visibility and communications**: The AACP communications initiative on National Pharmacy Educator Week is an excellent means to expose students to careers in academic life. Best practices among Colleges/Schools of pharmacy for successful programming during National Pharmacy Educator Week may be sought. Moreover, AACP also might consider partnering with the American Pharmacists Association (APhA) for even broader visibility during National Pharmacy Week.

- **Career fair participation**: A table staffed by faculty to answer questions and provide information via brochures and other documents could be easily managed by a group of faculty members.

- **Grow our own**: At some colleges, there are programs to “grow our own” as a means of attracting pharmacy students into academia and mentoring these students throughout their years in PharmD programs, residencies, fellowships, PhD, and post-doctoral programs, although over-reliance on “inbreeding” should be examined and monitored.
• Development of preceptors: Development programs offered to APPE and IPPE preceptors, which might not only improve quality in teaching and precepting, but also stimulate interest for practitioners to pursue faculty positions.

• Recruitment of BS program in pharmaceutical sciences: These programs may serve as rich resources for recruitment of students into pharmacy PhD programs as a means of preparing them to join the Academy.

• AACP could work with other stakeholders to document differences in earnings between junior faculty and new practitioners and work with colleges/schools of pharmacy to find creative solutions that narrow the gap in earnings and identify alternative forms of compensation and work models that might make faculty jobs more appealing.

• Organizations can examine promotion expectations between research-based and practitioner faculty, as the latter are a younger cohort more susceptible to earnings discrepancies between academia and other career options. Further, they may find it more difficult to earn salary adjustments if current policies are more favorable to research productivity.

As previously mentioned, other areas integral to faculty recruitment [and retention] have not been explored thoroughly enough. For example, there are very few faculty from Hispanic/Latino or from African-American ethnic backgrounds. It has been reported that minority faculty suffer unintended consequences of low expectations, which fosters their anxiety and insecurity. At the same time, these faculty are more likely to be perceived as being defiant to authority when others might regard similar statements and assertions from white males as their being “typically academic.”

Much has been written about mentoring, cultural sensitivity, and empathy training for retention of minority faculty. There also is present a substantial literature on attracting potential hires.

It would appear obvious that among the first solutions to address this need is to recruit more pharmacy students from various ethnic backgrounds into our academic programs. Capomacchia and Garmer point out that among the few ethnic minority faculty in academia, many are at historically black colleges and universities. They demonstrated the use of the Coach
Model to be somewhat successful in recruiting minority graduate students at the University of Georgia. However, questions remain unanswered. How applicable is this model to other colleges/schools of pharmacy? What are the best practices in recruiting minority students into pharmacy programs? Have effective methods of recruiting such students (and fellows, residents, and graduate students) been studied? Since there are few graduate programs, particularly PhD programs in the pharmaceutical sciences, at pharmacy schools within historically black universities, have cross-recruiting, cross-mentoring, and/or cross-programming options between colleges at historically black universities with other colleges/schools of pharmacy been studied or explored? It is generally agreed that faculty participation is critical to the success of a diversity strategy in hiring; however, there is no consensus among academicians on the best way to achieve diversity at an institutional, or even departmental level, as many efforts appear overly “contrived” or “mechanical” in nature. Even so, the literature from medicine, law, and other fields, in addition to information on corporate diversity initiatives, may be helpful.

The latter considerations also are important in the recruitment of junior faculty talent (ie, “Millenials”) who demand frankness and sincerity during the interview process, but prefer that organizational members refrain from comparing today with the glories of yesterday during interviews or even during mentoring and development programs. In recruiting younger faculty, and females in particular, it has been demonstrated that efforts should focus on quality of academic life in the department or institution, accommodating family members’ needs, and job security through either a clear tenure process or other creative contracting mechanisms.

Other factors, such as collegiality and institutional support have been evaluated in various contexts, but not explicitly for their roles in recruitment. Collegiality has been identified as a driving force of faculty’s intention to remain with an organization. Draugalis underscored this when she added “respect” as a fourth “R” to recruitment, retention, and renewal. What has yet to be explored are the implications for respect and collegiality on the effectiveness of an
institution for recruiting students, fellows, and residents into faculty careers and how unique organizational citizenship behaviors by faculty make a job in academia more appealing.

Leslie argued that the Academy has solutions to offer to increase the number and quality of candidates for the next generation of pharmacy faculty; however, the effectiveness of these solutions has not been studied. To continue effective recruitment while adhering to standards of excellence, he argued for colleges/schools of pharmacy to work together more closely, assess the current faculty workforce, and perform a roles analysis of schools, thus establishing the potential for synergy and cross-programming or partnering with other institutions for postgraduate education. Similarly, Proto and Dzurec stress more inter-organizational collaboration, leveraging local networks, aligning stakeholder priorities, and acting persistently as important strategies for successful recruitment of faculty. Matier found that the most influential factors in the decision-making process of prospective faculty in choosing an organization are institutional and/or department reputation, research opportunities; teaching assignments; career advancement opportunities, congeniality of associates, and rapport with departmental leaders.

Aspects of recruitment that often are overlooked are the processes of advertising and interviewing. Vardaman found that national advertisements of faculty vacancies often are conducted with little forethought into probable success. Evidence suggests little correlation between a person’s performance on an interview with their future job performance. Three errors often made during the recruitment process are: 1) making a judgment about a candidate within 5 minutes of meeting them then spending the remaining time confirming that judgment; 2) systematically overrating a response or piece of information construed as negative; and 3) generalizing from particulars to make global judgments about the overall qualifications of a candidate. Search committees are advised to take a “person-environmental” approach to evaluating prospective candidates.
Colleges/schools of pharmacy must examine effectiveness in hiring, not just recruitment strategies. Maine offered excellent suggestions for programs to advertise positions, conduct interviews of candidates, "close the sale," and allocate appropriate start-up funds during a clear and transparent initial negotiation and contracting process. Faculty have suggested that opportunities for research, teaching, and career advancement, along with department goals should be offered by search committee members to candidates, yet this information often is either not made readily available or is unclear. Faculty have suggested that involvement with research, knowledge of the discipline, attitudes toward students, and problem-solving ability are the most information to glean from candidates interviewing for a position; however, these may not be gathered adequately during a dysfunctional interview process.

Overall, much has been written on faculty recruitment, and it is hoped that the information offered in this manuscript is helpful; however, there is still much to be learned, and there must be additional study of these issues in addition to calls for best practices. There is active and important ongoing debate on the preparation of clinical scientists, with implications for recruitment, vitality, strength, and yield of scientific discovery among those in clinical practice. Yanchick argued for culture change in our professional and post-graduate programming. The Task Force certainly agrees with him that when approaching faculty recruitment, we have to “think off the map” to create positive philosophies and successful experiences.

The Task Force reiterates some critical recommendations and suggestions on faculty recruitment to colleges/schools of pharmacy.

RECOMMENDATION 1. Encourage development of various training opportunities in teaching and scholarship, and foster exposure by PharmD students, residents, and graduate students to the benefits of academic worklife.

RECOMMENDATION 2. Examine best practices in all aspects of the faculty recruitment process, which includes developing worthwhile positions, creating effective and accurate job descriptions, implementing effective advertising strategies, executing successful interview practices, and
making effective hire decisions. Be systematic in evaluating past successes and failures in your own organization.

SUGGESTION 1. Implement policies that consider the needs of contemporary faculty that will not only engender retention and productivity, but also will lead to successful recruitment efforts.

SUGGESTION 2. To increase the diversity and the quality of your applicant pool, examine and corroborate current policies to increase the diversity of professional students, residents, and graduate students.

The Task Force similarly reiterates recommendations to AACP:

RECOMMENDATION 1. Collect and disseminate best practices for faculty recruitment within and outside of pharmacy.

RECOMMENDATION 2. Collect information on colleges/schools’ practices for job design, salary incentives, and organizational rewards (intrinsic and extrinsic) systems that enhance the attractiveness of pharmacy academic careers.

RECOMMENDATION 3. Work with other professional pharmacy organizations to identify training in and exposure to teaching, scholarship, and service activities in professional and post-graduate training.

MENTORSHIP

Mentorship and mentoring relationships have seemingly grown in recognition for their importance across a considerable spectrum of activities and outcomes. Mentorship is widely recognized and utilized in business, summer camps/workshops, youth development, prevention of recidivism, leadership development, social organizations, and substance abuse rehabilitation, to name but a few. The literature is replete with demonstrations reporting the benefits of both informal mentoring and formal mentoring programs. Formal mentoring programs have been associated with faculty job satisfaction, commitment, reductions in turnover, and productivity. The detractors of formal mentoring programs point to specific efforts that did not fully succeed and argue that informal, “self-germinating” or “organic” mentoring relationships are more likely to
last; however, when structured appropriately, the evidence is overwhelmingly supportive of formal mentoring programs. Further, the existence of formal mentoring programs and the inevitable informal mentoring that occurs among colleagues are not mutually exclusive.

The literature on mentorship is too abundant to innumerate, entirely. The focus here is primarily on the mentoring of faculty colleagues, although student mentoring has relevance. Much of the mentoring literature addresses appropriate behaviors by the mentor to facilitate successful mentor-mentee relationships. One important contribution by Mount and Barrick\textsuperscript{128} described the five-factor model of strong mentorship, elicited from the “big five” personality dimensions labeled in Digman’s\textsuperscript{129} landmark work. Mount and Barrick described how emotional stability, extroversion, openness, agreeableness, and conscientiousness are the quintessential goods in a mentor’s toolbox, although they were careful to explain that other factors were important. Johnson proposed a framework for conceptualizing competence of a mentor.\textsuperscript{130} His triangular model includes character virtues (eg, integrity and prudence), intellectual/emotional abilities (eg, communication skills, emotional balance), and knowledge and skills (eg, competencies, boundary maintenance and self-awareness). He states that a geometric implication of the triangle is that the mentor demonstrates a balance of all three components, and when one component is imbalanced, the triangle becomes scalene or isosceles, thus creating the potential for problems. He points out that there should be consideration for mentoring potential not only among senior faculty, but even for junior faculty hires. He adds that mentoring requires a faculty mentor to engage in a dynamic, emotionally connected, and reciprocal relationship with the mentee that includes frequent interaction, successful collaboration, social activities, and increasing collegiality as the mentee develops. The two elements identified as fundamental and distinguishing from superior-subordinate relationships are reciprocity/mutuality and accomplishment of an identity transformation, as the mentee advances from neophyte to equal. This view is underscored by McCauley (2003)\textsuperscript{131} in a discussion of transference and countertransference in mentoring. Transference occurs when an individual, usually subconsciously, treats a current relationship as though it were an important relationship from the past. It has been defined as “unwitting
recreation and repetition of earlier family relationships." From the mentor’s perspective, functional transference occurs when there is respect for the mentor’s expertise and skills (positive) and assertion of personal identity (negative transference, but still functional and appropriate). Dysfunction occurs when the mentee becomes over-awed by the mentor or when the mentee saps the life out of the mentor and then complains about his/her incompetence. From the mentor’s perspective, functional countertransference occurs with a benevolent desire to be associated with the mentee’s development, but also (negative, but functional) when the mentor expresses negative emotions and lets go of the mentee in a reliable manner. Dysfunction occurs when the mentor colludes with the mentee or victimizes him/her in the organization.

The description of appropriate transference and countertransference behaviors segues into a discussion of rational mentoring. Johnson, Huwe, and Lucas point out 20 rational behaviors by mentors for productive relationships and irrational beliefs of mentors, some of which include: “I must be successful with all of my mentees all of the time,” “I must reap tremendous benefit from mentoring and thoroughly enjoy mentoring all of the time,” and “My mentees must never leave or disappoint me.” Busch points out a number of potential pitfalls in mentor-mentee relationships, including attempts at cloning and coercion, taking credit for the mentee’s work; not keeping commitments; becoming possessive of the mentee’s time; mentor believes that each mentee must be equally hard-working, high-achieving, and always eager to do what is suggested; mentee does not take feedback seriously; mentee “plays” mentor against supervisor or other associates; and mentee becomes envious and resentful of the mentor’s accomplishments.

Tepper, Shaffer, and Tepper identified the latent structure of 16 putative mentoring functions, identifying a two-factor oblique model consisting of psychosocial and career-related mentoring functions. The psychosocial mentoring function domain consisted of items such as encouraging the mentee to try new ways of behaving on the job, serving as a role model, sharing personal experiences as an alternate perspective, and conveying feelings of respect toward the mentee. The career-related mentoring functions domain included items such as encouraging
preparation for advance, giving assignments that increased contacts with higher level administrators, helping the mentee to meet new colleagues, helping the mentee to learn new skills, and collaboration on a teaching or research project. Certain individuals will naturally be stronger in some aspects of mentoring than others. An analysis of mentor behaviors by Erkut and Mokros revealed that individuals are strongest in providing feedback on the quality of the mentee’s work and showing interest in the mentee’s personal growth. In descending order, they showed mentors’ lower proclivity to provide technical expertise, provide moral support, ask the mentee to work together on a project, and help the mentee establish connections.

In addition to the myriad challenges faced by faculty of all stripes, junior faculty have an especially difficult time adjusting to their new academic careers. Part of this may be generational, as new faculty may have different conceptualizations and expectations from a mentoring program and relationship than do the faculty expected to mentor them. The literature provides relatively little guidance in this specific area, and it appears as though studies evaluating how generational dynamics affect mentoring programs and relationships are warranted. The challenges are especially problematic for female faculty. Evidence suggests that women receive mentoring less frequently and less effectively than their male counterparts, and thus are left to rely on less effective power bases. The reasons for this are difficult to pinpoint, but may be attributable to nagging attitudes about women who are judged falsely to be less career-focused and the fact that higher education’s cohort of faculty is predominately male; and these persons may be more comfortable socially and professionally with persons of similar age and gender. These same problems may be heightened even further for faculty from African-American and Hispanic backgrounds, who are even rarer in higher education and pharmacy academia. The design of formal mentoring programs should consider additional barriers faced by these faculty, with special attention afforded to the need for these faculty to find formal or informal mentors who share common characteristics and interests but also to their need to make important connections and be assigned team-oriented responsibilities with persons composing important power bases, who at least for the time being will frequently be white males. There also should be study
dedicated to the effectiveness of various mentoring program structures and relationships for faculty from ethnic minorities.

The Task Force has identified certain characteristics that best suit an individual for a role as mentor. It should be noted that while the department chair should inherently be providing mentoring and guidance, it is best to avoid appointment of the chair or other person as a formal mentor for various reasons, including the potential for conflict of interest in what might be best for the mentee versus that of the department. Positive qualities for good mentors have been described, including, but not limited to:140-143

- Commitment to mentoring and to commitment to the organization
- Professional competence (research, teaching, practice, service)
- Excellent communication, interpersonal, and listening skills
- Institutionally savvy
- Expresses an interest in the mentee as a person
- A successful track record in mentoring
- Has interests that align with the mentee (not just or necessarily research interests, alone)
- Demonstrates willing to learn and reciprocate in the mentor-mentee relationship
- Protects confidentiality
- Conscientiousness
- Accessibility, sincerity, and honesty
- Even-keeled emotionally
- Sets reasonably high standards for self and for others
- Experienced
- Enthusiastic about his/her discipline
- Appreciates diversity in perspective
- Open-minded and culturally sensitive
- Is a voracious learner
- Good knowledge of the profession and the academy
• Patience
• Reflective, particularly as what it means to be a scholar
• Inspires confidence in others
• Non-manipulative and unselfish
• Self-confident and assertive, but not arrogant

The Task Force also recognizes characteristics among prospective mentees that will facilitate their likelihood of success in a mentoring program and upon embarking upon an academic career, which include but are not limited to:

• Willingness to participate in development opportunities
• Recognizes the need for self-growth
• Self-awareness and the ability to self-assess strengths/weaknesses
• Receptiveness to feedback and coaching
• A record of seeking and accepting challenging assignments
• Ability to perform in more than one major skill area and buys into the multi-faceted nature of the academy and employing institution
• Is cautious but trustful of mentor and others aiming to provide help

A review of the literature and an examination of well-documented successful efforts in mentorship programs at multiple institutions also enabled the Task Force to offer the following best practices in structuring a formal mentoring program:

• Input should be sought from a wide variety of sources when developing a mentoring program, including but not limited to administrators, faculty, colleagues from other departments/programs within the institution, and experienced persons at other institutions involved with successful mentoring programs.

• Mentoring programs should be holistic and involve mentoring junior faculty on a career-level, as opposed to focusing exclusively on one area, such as research & scholarship.
The mentee can develop other focused mentoring relationships to meet specific developmental needs (e.g., research, teaching, practice), which may be facilitated by the career mentor.

- Mentoring programs should identify specific goals for mentors, mentees, and the department/school/college/institution as a whole.

- The institution should identify specific eligibility criteria for all participants, including but not limited to mentees, career mentors, facilitators, and advisors. Participation as a mentee may be an expectation for junior faculty; however, even well-seasoned faculty might benefit from mentoring. It is even possible that a faculty member be mentored in one area, and provide mentoring in another area.

- Each participant in the process should have a clearly defined set of expectations, roles, and responsibilities for their participation in the program.

- Mentors should be trained on various aspects of mentoring, including but not limited to, career networking, developing rapport/collegiality, ethical research standards, teaching pedagogy, and avoiding mentoring pitfalls.

- There should be recognition for those faculty participating in mentorship activities. The time and effort should be recognized formally in workload allocation, in guidelines for tenure and promotion and for consideration in other organizational rewards. Institutions might consider inclusion of awards for effective mentoring in much the same way they award meritorious teaching and scholarship.

- The organization should institutionalize mentoring as part of its culture, making it a pillar upon which development and other activities are constructed.

- Assignment of mentors can be handled using any of a variety of approaches, such as mentor-mentee dyads or small mentoring committees. Consideration must be given to selecting appropriate individuals to be matched with one another. Some programs have
prospective mentors and mentees complete inventories to match their needs, goals, and interests. There should be flexibility in the program to allow mentors and mentees to be switched, or reallocated, if a dyad or team is not functioning or if such is requested.

- There should be occasional programming dedicated to participants in the mentorship programming, both professional (eg, grantsmanship, teaching strategies) and social in nature (eg, picnic or banquet).

Best practices for mentoring programs suggest that there be specific goals in mind for the institution, mentor, and mentee. The goals are best designed by key stakeholders in the department/institution and should be periodically updated and revised with input from junior faculty. Examples of goals include:

- Orient new faculty members to the administrative structure and organizational culture of the Department, College/School, and University.
- Promote and encourage faculty development in teaching, scholarship, service
- Provide counsel on academic career development
- Align resources to support and promote faculty development
- Develop role-modeling behaviors among senior and junior faculty, alike
- Facilitate self-awareness, self-confidence, and self-esteem among faculty
- Alleviate stress for junior faculty that arises from confusion, ambiguity, overload, and social isolationism
- Provide an opportunity for mutually beneficial and personally rewarding relationships among faculty
- Provide resources for women faculty and faculty from various racial/ethnic minorities in dealing with additional challenges and stressors they are known to face
- Facilitate potentially life-long, productive and socially rewarding relationships among faculty
• Facilitate communities of learning by helping bring together persons with similar needs and interests
• Improve productivity and career satisfaction among faculty

A mentorship program, like any other program, should be routinely evaluated for its effectiveness. Indicators of success should be identified by the appropriate stakeholders at each institution. Examples include but are not limited to the following:

• Teaching effectiveness of mentees
• Research productivity of mentees and mentors
• Clinical service creativity and productivity
• Mentees’ contributions in school, university, professional, and civic service
• Participation in self-development and mentoring activities
• Collaborative mentor/mentee efforts in teaching, scholarship, and/or service
• Self-report survey eliciting mentors and mentees satisfaction with the relationship, the meeting of program objectives, mentee development
• Tenure, promotion, and recognition (local & national) of participants
• Retention and work satisfaction of faculty

The Task Force identified a number of resources and websites that might be helpful for the development of mentorship programs. These are not meant to be all-inclusive nor necessarily indicative that these are all the “best” sites and programs, as there have not been any attempts to evaluate or benchmark one program against another.

The Task Force suggests the following for colleges/schools of pharmacy:

SUGGESTION 1. Consider development of a formal mentoring program for faculty; consult available resources for strategies that will be most effective at your institution.

SUGGESTION 2. Train faculty to be effective mentors and mentees.
The following are recommended and suggested to AACP:

RECOMMENDATION 1. Implement programming on best practices for structuring a successful mentoring program, with special consideration given to issues of gender, race/ethnicity, and intergenerational dynamics in mentoring.

SUGGESTION 1. Develop a toolkit for junior faculty that would be broadly applicable to those of various types of academic institutions.

SUMMARY

The Task Force recognizes the difficulty and interconnectedness of various issues facing pharmacy academia and higher education, in general. The 4 major areas identified have considerable overlap yet each contribute uniquely to challenges and opportunities for present and future pharmacy faculty. It is hoped that this report and the resources provided within can assist administrators and faculty at all levels of seniority and across all disciplines and types of institutions.
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